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COMPANY OVERVIEW

The Irish Onion Company (formerly 
“WCVS – West Cork Vegetable 
Solutions”) is a family-run business, 
established in 2012 by Eamon Crowley. 
WCVS originally took over the business 
from Bandon Co-Op, where Eamon 
worked at the time. In 2012, WCVS 
bought the equipment from the Co-Op, 
took some experienced staff with them, 
changed the production layout, and 
peeled six tonnes of raw material in the 
first week. A year later, additional 
equipment was purchased and 
production relocated to a premises on 
the bypass in Bandon.

The Irish Onion Company, based in West 
Cork, delivers nationwide in a fleet of 
refrigerated vehicles. Customers 
include manufacturers of an award-
winning black pudding, and our 
products are used as ingredients in 
soups, coleslaw, salad products, 
relishes, and chutneys.

We provide a cost-effective and efficient 
solution to your prepared vegetable 
needs, providing whole, sliced, or diced 
onions in a selection of grades.

www.irishonionco.ie
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OVERVIEW & BACKGROUND TO THE LEAN INITIATIVE

This project was undertaken at The Irish Onion Company’s production 
facility in Bandon, West Cork. The initial focus was to apply Lean 
principles and methodologies to the company’s management systems 
and support processes. While the company had a lot of experience with 
handling fresh produce, it was felt there was opportunity for business 
improvement through the improvement of management processes. In 
the product business, raw materials are commodities with prices varying 
daily, and, in addition to material prices, product quality and yields have a 
big bearing on production costs. For these reasons, it is not possible to 
operate a standard cost system. The company operated an existing 
monthly costs analysis system, and the information generated was dated 
relative to new customer enquiries and was cumbersome to operate.

LEAN INITIATIVE UNDERTAKEN - LEAN THINKING, 
TOOLS, TECHNIQUES

The focus was on Lean management, which is an approach to running the 
company that supports the idea of continuous improvement. Effectively, 
it is an ongoing effort to improve processes, products, and services. The 
Lean approach requires incremental improvement over time in order to 
increase overall business efficiency. It was decided to leverage technology 
as much as possible to lighten the management workload.

Weekly Business Performance

The first project undertaken was to develop a new system for managing 
the weekly business performance. The aim of the project was to eliminate 
waste in the reporting process by cutting out unnecessary steps and 
improving how the processes were operated.

The following Lean methodology was followed:

 ∫ Defined value from the end customer viewpoint.

 ∫ Identified each step in the reporting process and eliminated steps that 
did not add value.

 ∫ Automated steps where possible.

 ∫ Repeated continually until all waste was eliminated.
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There were a number of challenges with this system. The 
existing measures for evaluating raw materials (utilised) 
cost and yields had to be revised. The sales data existed in a 
format that was difficult and slow to work with.

Figure 1.

Paperless BRC System

The second project undertaken was to implement a 
paperless BRC system (British Retail Consortium Food 
Standards). The BRC project started with measurement and 
analysis of the existing key food safety processes in order to 
understand the various wastes impacting process efficiency. 
This involved the evaluation of team members operating the 
existing processes to establish a performance base level. In 
evaluating the processes using the 8 Wastes, all of the 8 
Wastes were represented in the existing processes:

 ∫ Transportation: Daily movement of records from the 
factory floor (ground floor) to the admin area on the 2nd 
floor.

 ∫ Inventory: Storage and filing of paper records. Records 

needed to be stored for a year from end of shelf life 
leading to physical storage requirements.

 ∫ Motion: Accessing paper records on the factory floor 
resulted in excessive motion.

 ∫ Waiting: Incomplete records/waiting for quality sign off.

 ∫ Over-Production: Over-printing dated production records.

 ∫ Over-Processing: 100% cross-checking paper files prior 
to audits.

 ∫ Defects: Errors in production sheets were difficult to 
detect, leading to problems at audit stage.

 ∫ Skills: Team members were filling paper sheets, then 
submitting to management for storage and archive.

As the company was operating under an existing 
certification, the new paperless system was developed to be 
fully compatible with the existing paper systems.

Order Entry System

The third project undertaken was to reduce waste in the 
order entry system. Again, evaluating the existing process 
against the 8 Wastes, Motion, Waiting, Over-Production, and 
Over-Processing were the main wastes identified in this 
area. Existing systems involved messaging the production 
team on required orders, updates on order fulfilment 
involved a lot of manual communication, and visibility on 
pre-orders was poor. Wastes observed in the existing order 
entry process included:

 ∫ Motion: Excessive movement by team members.

 ∫ Waiting: Delays in production due to poor visibility on 
orders required.

 ∫ Over-Production: Periodic over-production due to 
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production work ahead on expected pre-orders.

 ∫ Over-Processing: Multiple processing of ordering data by 
admin and production.

There were some hardware changes implemented with 
the paperless BRC system, and this infrastructure was 
leveraged to support the revised order entry process.

Daily Lean Management

The fourth project implemented supported daily Lean 
management. Lean Daily Management is an ongoing part of 
daily operations that helps to ensure that production 
targets for productivity, quality, and safety are met. This 
approach allows team members at all levels to see whether 
each individual day was a good day or bad day. Production 
was monitored to develop standard performance targets for 
the various tasks. A Process Performance Board was 
developed to allow management and team members to 
visually track performance. These targets were incorporated 
into the daily process improvement board.

Process Performance Boards are updated daily by 
production team members and the board is used daily 
during stand up team meetings. This simple visual tool 
makes the actual current performance clear and highlights 
how it compares to the expected performance. The boards 
help to quickly identify any deviation from the performance 
targets, and effectively puts some pressure on the system 
to attain target performance.

Figure 3.

Looking beyond day-to-day performance, production results 
were tabulated and trended to provide visibility on longer-
term performance. The Process Performance Board 
provided a leading indicator on production performance as 
the data is tracked on the production floor on a daily basis 
and provides insight into how we are doing on any given day. 

The weekly and monthly trends of production results provide 
us with lagging indicators, and these are useful in telling us 
if we are hitting our targets.

LEAN INITIATIVE IMPROVEMENTS & IMPACT

The Lean projects had a very positive benefit in each of the 
areas involved. Prior to the Lean management projects 
being implemented, all of the business performance analysis 
was done by the Managing Director. After streamlining 
management processes, a Production Manager was hired 
to look after day-to-day production, including performance 
analysis. This allowed the Managing Director to work on a 
strategic initiative to plan and grow own-sourced onions.

Weekly Business Performance

Bespoke systems were developed that reduced the time 
required to prepare management reports by 16 hours per 
month. The new systems provide data on product yield by 
batch, enable visibility on weekly actual production costs, and 
support monitoring of overall business performance. Tools 
involved the use of macros to convert the sales data and a 
Power Pivot model to provide the margin analysis. Frequency 
of reports has changed from monthly to weekly. Gross margin 
per client and by-product type is available weekly.

Paperless BRC System

A mini network was installed in the plant. A google sheets 
application was developed, and this cloud-based system 
allowed multiple users to access the system at the same 
time. All of the existing BRC requirements were covered by 
the new system. As a result of using an electronic system 
versus the paper system, it was possible to link batch 
numbers and quality records, thereby reducing risk of 
defects in the data. The administration of the BRC system 
was reduced by 40% as a result of moving to a paperless 
system. From a records standpoint, the company is audit-
ready at any given time. Since the paperless system was 
installed, the company has successfully passed through a 
number of BRC surveillance audits.

Order Entry System

Utilising the new network, a google sheets application 
was developed that reduces the touchpoints on an order. 
The order is now put in the cloud-based system once, 
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production plans are scheduled from the google sheets, and 
production fulfilment status and ship schedules are updated 
from the same system. The measured production time 
savings to communicate order status was 6 hours per week, 
with additional benefits including reduction of product lost 
due to scheduling issues that resulted in Over-Production.

Daily Lean Management

The process performance boards, daily team meetings, and 
long-term trending of production results has resulted in a 
1% productivity saving. Prior to implementing Daily Lean 
Management, some production shifts were particularly 
inefficient if order volumes were low on a given day with 
team members adjusting work pace depending on order 
volumes. As a result of monitoring minutes per kg for peel 
and pack, there has been a tightening on the production 
efficiency performance regardless of the production volume 
on the day.

Next Steps

There is opportunity to continually develop the management 
systems, and there are plans to update the current google 
sheets to scripted google sheets, thus supporting further 
gains in efficiency.

“Lean needs to be the foundation stone of any 
business. Our engagement with Lean brought 
clarity to our organisation by simplifying our work 
environment, increasing productivity, assisting 
with developing more effective monitoring of our 
KPIs, and thereby reducing waste and allowing the 
organisation to become more profitable. I would 
highly recommend the Lean programme to any 
small business interested in change and business 
improvement.”

Lean Service Provider
Lean BPI Ltd.
John O’Shanahan
johnoshanahan@leanbpi.ie

www.leanbpi.ie
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